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Problem Statement: 

Azure IOT edge devices offer a bunch of useful features like performing logic at the edge 

rather than in IOT hub reducing network latency, also acts like a IoT edge gateway to 

exchange telemetry between IoT hub and devices which does not support conventional IoT 

communication protocols like AMQP, MQTT or HTTP etc and lot of additional offerings. 

In order to execute business logic at the IoT edge devices, we need to deploy the IoT edge 

runtime along with our custom runtime module in the form of containers and it can be 

deployed to IoT edge devices with the help of either VS code or Azure CLI. We will discuss 

how to deploy custom container modules into Azure IoT edge enabled devices using Visual 

Studio Code and Java in this tutorial. 

Solution/Architecture: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical Details and Implementation of solution: 
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Prerequisites: 

 Install Visual Studio Code 2017 or later versions 

 Install Docker desktop 

 Install JDK8.0 or later versions 

 Maven build tool 

 Azure subscription 

 Docker hub or azure container registry repository 
 

Environment set up: 

First, we need to install a docker runtime engine in our local to build container 

images for IOT edge modules in our local environment and push it to either docker 

hub or azure container registry. Please download and install docker from below link, 

Docker Desktop for Windows 

After that, install VS code 2017 or later versions from following link: 

Visual Studio Code 

Create Azure IOT hub and edge device 

Login into https://portal.azure.com/ with your Azure subscription and go to Create a 

Resource->IoT Hub->Create 

Then, create a IoT edge device, go to IoT Edge->Add IoT Edge Device. 

Deploy a Linux VM into edge device 

Now, in order to boot up the device as a IoT edge device, we need to install the IoT 

Edge runtime like IoT Edge agent and IoT Hub in it. We will deploy a Linux VM in the 

edge device and during boot up it will install the IoT edge runtime. We will use the 

Azure custom deployment template using the following link which will use ARM 

template to deploy the resource from a GitHub project. 

https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.Template/uri/https%3A%2F%2Fraw.git

hubusercontent.com%2Fazure%2Fiotedge-vm-deploy%2F1.4%2FedgeDeploy.json  

and fill up the required details to deploy the resource into Azure as per following 

screenshots (Give the device connection string as the IoT edge device primary 

connection string from the portal): 

https://www.docker.com/products/docker-desktop/
https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/vs/older-downloads/
https://portal.azure.com/
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.Template/uri/https%3A%2F%2Fraw.githubusercontent.com%2Fazure%2Fiotedge-vm-deploy%2F1.4%2FedgeDeploy.json 
https://portal.azure.com/#create/Microsoft.Template/uri/https%3A%2F%2Fraw.githubusercontent.com%2Fazure%2Fiotedge-vm-deploy%2F1.4%2FedgeDeploy.json 


 

 

 

Once the VM is deployed into Azure, you will see IoT edge agent is running in list of 

modules in IoT edge devices: 



 

Create a IoT edge solution template project from VS code, build a container image 

of it and push to docker container registry 

Now, launch docker engine from desktop and start the container and you should see 

docker container is running at localhost port 80 as per below screenshot: 

 

Then, Open VS Code and install Azure IoT Edge extension for building a IoT edge 

solution from a predefined VS code template available from Microsoft. 



 

Go to View menu and open Command Palette, then type Azure IoT edge and select 

“Azure IoT edge: new IoT edge solution”->Select a path where you will keep the 

code in your local directory->name the project as EdgeSolution->Select any 

language as per your choice(in my case it’s “Java module use Azure IoT java SDK to 

build a module”)-> name the module as SampleModule->give the path of docker 

container registry, in my case I have given my docker hub account name in place of 

docker.io/samplemodule->package name com.edgemodule and press enter and it 

will create and build a new maven project and you will get a prompt to given your 

docker hub/ACR credentials in .env file as below: 

 



Now open Terminal from top Menu and type in “docker login”. Once you logged in 

successfully, right click on deployment.template.json in the project and click on 

Build and push IoT edge solution 

 

This will start creating docker images of the project and push it to docker hub. 

Now, open the docker and validate if you see the pushed images in docker 

repository or not as per below screenshot: 

 

 



Deploy custom module into IoT edge: 

Connect to Azure IoT hub from VS code as per below screenshot by providing IoT 

hub connection string from IoT Hub-> Shared Access Keys->IoTHubOwner->Primary 

Connection String 

 

Now, you are connected to IoT hub, right click on IoT edge device and click on Create 

deployment for single device as we are deploying to a single edge device for now. 

 

And then select deployment template as per below screenshot: 



 

It will create a deployment manifest under config folder as below: 

 

After that, right click again on azure IoT edge device and click on Create deployment 

for single device and then choose the deployment manifest file under Config folder 

as per below screenshot: 



 

 

It will deploy the custom samplemodule to edge device successfully and then you 

will be able to see all four modules are running in edge device as per following 

screenshot:  



 

Now, as per the route defined in the deployment manifest, the temperature sensor 

module will start sending messages into the samplemodule and samplemodule will 

start sending sensor data into IoT hub. In order to monitor the telemetry data 

coming into IoT hub, we should right click on edge device and click on start 

monitoring Built-in Event endpoint as below: 

 

 



Then, we should give the IoT hub built in Event hub endpoint which can be found 

IotHub->Built-in Endpoint as per below screenshot: 

 

We are all set and will be able to view the sensor data that is consumed by Azure IoT 

hub now as per below screenshot: 

 

 

 Challenges in implementing the solution: 



Once we create the Azure IoT edge device in IoT hub, we will need to deploy the IoT edge 

runtime module inside the device via Linux Virtual machine. 

Otherwise, the device will remain in offline state, and we will get error deploying our custom 

module in the device. So, before the deployment, we have 

to boot up the device with IoT edge runtime installed in it either through ARM template 

custom deployment or Azure CLI etc or if it is a windows VM, we can RDP 

to remotely connect to the VM and install the runtime agents through power shell. 

 

 Business Benefit: 

          Using VS code Azure IoT extension, the time to market will be greatly reduced to develop and 

deploy any custom IoT edge modules that can 

written in any language as per our choice in C#, Java, Node.js or python etc. It can be utilized 

as a low code solution as well. 

 

Code base: 

          The working code from VS code has been attached below in a zip format: 

 
EdgeSolution.zip

 

 

 


